
NCI Pivots to a New Look

The NCI website refreshes it's look

NCI streamlined their logo usage

NCI, the leader in closed captioning for

over 40 years approached CurtDoty.co to

help them modernize their website.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, UNITED

STATES, December 21, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- NCI, the leader in

closed captioning for over 40 years

approached CurtDoty.co to help them

modernize their website, which had

not been updated for years and did not

reflect their position in the industry, let

alone clearly communicate their

services.

This began a collaborative effort that

started with a site content audit, SEO audit and a more streamlined sitemap. This effort led to a

more cohesive communication strategy that clearly pivoted and differentiated NCI’s services and

emphasized growing opportunities, now that the world is streaming and zooming more than

Curt not only believed in our

pursuits but, with his great

creativity and experience,

helped us redesign NCI’s

website to better express

our mission and services to

the world.”

Lydy Pinzón-Dadley, NCI

Director of Sales and

Marketing

ever.

The next step was a branding audit which yielded

inconsistencies in the identity. Their recent 40th

anniversary was the last brand update and now was the

time to start to celebrate their ownership of the “Bubble.”

The iconic symbol which is trademarked and often stolen

by other companies in the industry. Through a series of

refinements and simplification, CurtDoty.co standardized

their library of marks: The Bubble, the Lockup, Abbreviated

Lockup, and Logotype, creating a comprehensive style

guide and toolkit.

NCI is also a .org which takes donations to support universal access to media, improving the

accessibility of television, the internet, and other video programming for people who are deaf,

hard of hearing, blind or have low vision. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.ncicap.org/
https://curtdoty.co/


40 Years of Closed Captioning History

Friends of NCI needed a logo refresh.

For over four decades, Friends of NCI

has helped make possible the full

range of NCI’s activities. And now, with

the dynamic and expanding array of

education and outreach activities on

the internet, in the classroom and in

communities across the country,

Friends of NCI support profoundly

impacts the lives of millions of

Americans as never before.

Show and Tell

For a media company helping other media companies, there was little video on the original site

that explained and demonstrated their technology. CurtDoty.co showcased their client’s

examples of world-class captioning (CC), subtitling and translation, and Audio Description (AD)

services for TV broadcasting, Internet, Video On Demand (VOD), educational and government

institutions, Prerecorded captioning, real-time live captioning, sports captioning, and live

captioning translation.

Creative Director Curt Doty adds, “In addition to showing examples of the work, I felt it was also

important to show lifestyle footage of the many ways people consume content and that NCI

brings generations together by giving those people with handicaps the ability to access the same

media their families and friends enjoy. Whether it is an educational setting, business conference

zooms or entertainment, NCI is there, bringing people together. This is a very positive image for

the company. The human side that goes beyond the technology.”

The Legacy

Sprinkled throughout the site are images showing the history of The Bubble through time,

manifested in different tv and media settings. A rich visual history accompanies a detailed

milestone history of the company. Following up with a curiosity builder of “Did You Know”

factoids, a site visitor can learn about the company’s leadership over the last 40 years.

The Utility

In addition to providing a path for donations, the site serves the community through a simple

“Request a Quote” form that outlines their services. An extensive blog also houses relevant

articles and industry news.

Lydy Pinzón-Dadley, Director of Sales and Marketing, remarks, “As a mission-driven nonprofit, it

was incredibly important that our web designer also recognized the importance of the work we

do. Curt not only believed in our pursuits but, with his great creativity and experience, helped us

redesign NCI’s website to better express our mission and services to the world. As he was

knowledgeable, communicative, and inspired, we would certainly recommend him to fellow



companies.”

About NCI

National Captioning Institute is a nonprofit corporation whose primary purposes are to deliver

effective captioning services and encourage, develop and fund the continuing development of

captioning, subtitling and other media access services for the benefit of people who require

additional access to auditory and visual information. As its resources permit and opportunities

unfold with the development of new technology, NCI will support services to people who are

deaf or hard of hearing and others who, for whatever reason, wherever situated and irrespective

of their economic conditions, are limited in their ability to participate fully in the world of

auditory or visual communications.

www.ncicap.org

About CurtDoty.co

A branding and marketing consultancy for the digital age providing best of breed solutions built

upon a legacy of award-winning results. The company helps companies pivot to modernize and

transform their brand and their marketing channels. CurtDoty.co specializes in integrated

marketing, multi-channel storytelling, branding, identity and user experience with client

engagements with Wizard World, JATAI, NCI, Maserati, enViibe, Spalding, ZOS, Hutton

Broadcasting, Climate Strike New Mexico, The Santa Fe Independent Film Festival and many

more.

www.curtdoty.co

Curt Doty

CurtDoty.co

+1 3109947810

curt@curtdoty.com
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